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co occurenceoccurrence ondandanclancionci non

tense carrier anciandanclondonci verb
by yao shenshea

the formation of simple predicate Lmgularguiar is marked by the addition of the s
expansion by means of continuous strings z or iz suffix in pronunciation to the
and discontinuous strings has been verb base
described in a previous article

supplementation of opposites in simple verb base eat come watchpredicate expansion TESL reporter vol third person singulareat s comecomezz watch iz
4 nos 141 4 fall 1970 summer 1971 in
an expanded predicate the string begins the word in a simple predicate which
with an auxiliary or a modal and ends with carries tense or the tense carrier begins the
the verb in an unexpanded predicate there predicate three illustrative groups of
is no string since the verb is not preceded simple affirmative statements are taken
by either an auxiliary or a modal the up
present article attempts to show the
co occurrence and non co occurrence of the group 1 in an unexpanded predicate
tense carrier and the verb in simple the word which carries them is also the
predicates the purpose is to simplify for verb in other words the tense carrier and
both teachers and students of ESL an area the verb co occur such tense carriers can
where words such as have be do can will be lexical verbs
are sometimes called auxiliaries and modalsmedals
and at other times verbs illustrations are
affirmative statements tense carrier

verb lexical

yao shen is a former joe eats
contributor to this magazine she joe ate
is a professor in the department of joe watches color TVT V
english at the university of hawaii joe watched color TVT V
aandnd an author of over 80
publications in eleven different group 2 an expanded predicate
countries contains a string which begins with an

auxiliary or a modal the verb terminates
tense in english is either present or past the string the auxiliary or the modal

the past tense is marked by vowel change carries tense the verb does not in an
or the addition of the dental suffix in the expanded predicate the tense carrier and
pronunciation of At d or id to the verb the verb do not co occur
base for example

vowel change tense carrier
auxiliary or modal

verb base eat come sing
past ate came sang joes book has

dental suffix his poems eavehavenave
joe is

verb base walk enjoy attend his fables were
hisfris students dopast walk t enjoy d attend id
his friends can
his ideas wouldin the present tense the third person
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co occurenceoccurrence of
inin simple predicates

it seems that the importance of
verb identifying the tense carniercarrier in the predicate

should be brought to the foreifforeia there is a
arrived string in the predicate the word in the

been published string which carries tense begins the string
writing and the word in which ends the string is the

being enjoyed verb if there is no string the tense carrier
study itself is the verb be it a word with lexical

be singing meaning or one that is an auxiliary or a
have been accepted modal elsewhere

there are now two types of sentences X
and Y rather than three groups in type X

group 3 auxiliaries and modalsmedals which are sentences from group I11 and group 3
carry onsejenseense in expanded predicates as those the predicates of these sentences are
above may occur without being in a unexpanded tense carrier and verb
string in such cases they are also the verb co occur in type Y are sentences of group
there is co occurrence of the tense carrier 2 the predicate of which is expanded here
and verb the tense carrier and the verb do not

co occur the co occurrence and
non co occurrence of the tense carrier and

tense carrier verb verb in the two types of simple affirmative
auxiliary or modal statements are given below

contcontonecontonpon p 10
joes book has
his poems have
joe is
his fables were
his students do
his friends can
hisideashis ideas would

frequently teachers and students of ESL
dwell on the concept that the verb usually
a lexical verb carries tense this is quite
true with sentences as those in group 1 in
which the tense carrier and the lexical verb
co occur when the concept is applied to
sentences such as those in group 2 in which
the tense carrier and the verb do not
co occur tense here is carried by auxiliaries
or modalsmedals and not by the verb it causes
difficulty in fact the difficulty is further
complicated by sentences such as those in
group 3 in which tenseistense is carried by the
same words which are auxiliaries and
modalsmedals in group 2 sentences but here they
are the verbs
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co occurenceoccurrence and non co occurenceoccurrence

cont from p 7

type X cooccurrenceCooccurrence

tense carrier

verb

joe eats
joe ate

group I11 0 joe watches color TVT V
joe watched color TVT V

joes book has
his poems have
joe is

group 3 his fables were
his students do
his friends can
his ideas would

type Y non co occurrence

tense carrier verb

joes book has arrived

his poems have been published
joe is writing

group 2 his fables were being enjoyed
his students do study
his friends can be singing

his ideas would have been accepted

tense carrier andaid verb will help teachers and
it is hoped that the idea of convergence

students in ESL in the formation of simple
co occurrence of tense carrier and verb

affirmative statements with expanded and
and the divergence non co occurrence of

unexpanded predicates




